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Crypto assets in South Africa seem to be an 
enigma for many financial advisors. Crypto is 
unregulated, volatile and comes with a 
completely new set of challenges. Yet between 
15% and 22% of South Africa’s adult population 
are cryptocurrency investors, even though the 
majority of South Africans are reported to have 
little to no knowledge of cryptocurrency. 

As 2022 took hold, the global economic, political and 

social climate dampened the market. We see this in our 

survey results where advisors predict limited price 

appreciation in Bitcoin over the next 1 to 5 years. 

However, the wave of new blockchain developments 

clearly deserve the growing recognition that the crypto 

movement is here to stay and it’s only a matter of time 

before this new asset class becomes mainstream.

This is the first year that this ground-breaking survey 

has run and if you are a financial services professional or 

an interested client, we hope the survey results are 

useful to you and can assist the market with a greater 

level of understanding and insight.

The survey findings confirm what we’ve seen in our daily 

conversations with financial services professionals 

across South Africa. There is a gap to fill between client 

expectations and their willingness to invest in crypto and 

advisors who need to support and service their clients. 

While there is a meaningful gap there is also an 

opportunity - both for advisors to service clients and for 

crypto to become less-volatile, more mainstream and an 

investable asset class.

Paul Casarin
Chief Executive Officer

Pet Rock Investments

1. Introduction
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Up to two-thirds of clients (66%) are investing in crypto on their 
own. Advisors seem to have a low gauge of their clients’ interest in 
crypto, reporting that they “didn’t know” whether clients were 
allocating to crypto on their own (25%). 

Clients are buying crypto en mass ….
without asking their advisors

Over half of all advisors (63%) reported owning crypto assets in their 
personal portfolios. This is a good sign of adoption and understanding 
the risks (and rewards) associated with crypto first hand.

Advisors bought crypto for themselves

The majority of advisors seem to be including crypto into their 
allocation mix, but it’s for a very small percentage of their clients.  
About one third (32%) of clients have no allocation.

Advisors are allocating to crypto
but only for a few clients

The preferred manner of investing in crypto related mainly to 
direct ownership of individual coins (60%).   However, 
approximately one-fifth to a quarter of respondents also 
mentioned private funds, exchange-traded funds and 
traditional mutual funds (regulation dependent).

Advisors prefer holding individual coins

The volatility of crypto tops the advisor concerns list (39%), 
followed by custody risks (30%), that there is a perceived view 
that crypto is in a bubble (30%) and that advisors don't feel 
confident talking to clients about crypto (29%). Lack of 
regulation didn’t feature in the top issues.

Regulation is no longer the top concern

Advisors see crypto being a key part of future planning in 
the next 12 months, with 72% of advisors planning to 
allocate crypto in client accounts.

Crypto allocation part of the future

While advisors seem bullish with their attitude towards 
crypto allocation, their price predictions for Bitcoin and their 
overall volatility risk concerns show extreme market caution. 
Forty eight percent (48%) of respondents believe that the 
price of Bitcoin will not move significantly over the next year 
and similarly (47%) in the next five years.

The Outlook is nervously cautious
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The goal of The Pet Rock Investments 2022 Benchmark Survey 
of Financial Advisor Attitudes Toward Crypto Assets is to 
benchmark how South African financial advisors are thinking 
about the crypto market, including whether they believe it is 
appropriate to allocate client assets to crypto given the nature of 
the asset class, the state of the market and regulations. 

The benchmark survey establishes a base against which to 
measure future knowledge and attitudes toward crypto assets in 
South Africa. Similar surveys have been conducted in other 
countries and we recognise and appreciate the opportunity to run 
the survey in South Africa. Our survey focused on financial 
advisors, including wealth managers, financial consultants, 
investment advisors, asset managers, fund managers, financial 
planners and brokers.

The survey was conducted by an independent team from 
Catalyst Research, a long-standing market research 
company in South Africa. The questionnaire was sent to 
readership from FA News, the leading magazine and 
online portal in the financial services and insurance 
industry. Additional telephonic interviews were 
conducted using an internal independent list of financial 
advisors provided by the research company. Survey 
respondents were not paid for participating in the survey, 
although respondents participated in a lucky draw prize 
of a R1 500 retail voucher.

Outreach took place during August and September 2022 
and the survey was sent to 4 880 people, eliciting 244 
eligible, complete responses from financial advisors.

2.  Methodology

Independent financial service 

providers represented nearly a third 

(32%) of the respondents, followed by 

brokers (25%), hedge funds (18%), 

Asset Managers (17%) and Family 

Offices (8%).

Most respondent portfolios 

comprised clients valued at more than 

a million South African Rand (67%), 

with the majority between R1 Mil and 

R10 Mil (45%).

The majority of advisors indicated that 

they owned crypto in their personal 

portfolios (63%). These were led by 

Fund Managers, Investment Advisors 

and Wealth Managers.

3.  Respondent Profile
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4.  Survey findings

What percentage of clients would you say
asked you about Crypto in the past 12 months?
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What percentage of your clients would you say
currently have an allocation to Crypto?
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Do your clients invest in Crypto on their own?

Clients do not seem to be asking advisors questions about crypto with a 
significantly high percentage of advisors not receiving any crypto related 
questions (29%) in the past 12 months. It seems that client curiosity is slim 
when it comes to discussions with advisors. However, an average of 18% of 
clients had asked about crypto.

Meanwhile, a large portion of advisor clients are investing in crypto.
Up to two-thirds of clients (66%) were investing in crypto on their own. 
Additionally, advisors seem to have a low gauge of their clients’ interest in 
crypto, reporting that they “didn’t know” whether clients were allocating 
to crypto on their own (24%). 

Advisors definitely see crypto as being a key part of future planning in the 
next 12 months, with 72% of advisors planning to allocate crypto in client 
accounts. Advisors reported to be actively monitoring Bitcoin (31%) and 
Ethereum (27%) over the next 12 months as the main opportunities for 
crypto investments.

The numbers reinforce a key takeaway:
Every advisor needs to be able to answer client questions about crypto. 

Are Advisors' Clients Interested in Crypto?
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Do you own Crypto in your personal portfolio?
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Do you currently allocate Crypto to Client accounts?
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Do you plan to allocate to Crypto in client accounts
in the next 12 months?
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Do you currently allocate Crypto to Client accounts?

The survey revealed a positive correlation between advisors owning their 
own investments in crypto and allocating crypto to their clients. Fifty two 
percent (52%) of advisors reported allocating crypto to client accounts and 
63% of advisors have crypto in their own portfolio. This shows a positive sign 
that advisors are actively engaged in crypto and allocating crypto to clients.

A large majority of advisors reported to be allocating crypto to client 
accounts, led by Fund Managers and Investment Officers (89%).

Nevertheless, less than 10% of advisors’ clients have an allocation to 
crypto.  About one third (32%) of clients have no allocation. So, while the 
majority of advisors seem to be including crypto into their allocation mix, 
it’s for a very small percentage of their clients.

When asked about what makes crypto attractive to add to client portfolios, 
advisors chose a surprising combination of an alternative to technology 
small cap allocation (48%) and the absolute returns from crypto (33%) over 
the simple and expected answer of ‘client requests’.

Are Financial Advisors allocating to Crypto?

48%

33%

26%

3%

It is an alternative to technology small cap allocation

The absolute returns from Crypto

Clients are asking for it

Other

What is most attractive about adding crypto exposure
to client portfolios?



5.  Conclusion

From what sources would you say you are primarily
receiving your crypto education?
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Traditional media (such as Moneyweb)

Other Financial Advisors

Friends and family

Formal courses or CPD courses

Other (Please specify)

As the survey data clearly shows that there is a need for advisors to be 
prepared to answer questions about crypto, the primary sources of education 
become increasingly important. Given that crypto is not regulated and falls 
out of the scope of the traditional learning environment that supports 
advisors, it comes as no surprise that the reported main channel for 
education is social media (48%), followed by traditional media (45%), other 
colleagues (43%), friends and family (29%) and finally formal courses (25%).

How are Financial Advisors learning about crypto?

In terms of vehicles, advisors’ reponses outrightly pointed to direct ownership 
of individual coins (60%). This was followed by a Private Fund (27%) and an 
Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) (23%). What seems to be a disconnect is advisors 
wanting to hold coins yet having a fundamental concern for custody concerns.

Advisors cited a number of obstacles preventing them from initiating or 
adding to crypto exposure. The survey results were surprising in that we 
expected regulatory uncertainty to top the list of concerns. Given the state 
of the market, the results show a different view with the volatility of crypto 
topping the list (39%), followed by custody concerns (30%), that there is a 
perceived view that crypto is in a bubble (30%) and that advisors don't feel 
confident talking to clients about crypto (29%).

What is preventing you from initiating (or adding to)
crypto exposure in client accounts?

One of the survey’s key indicators of perceived future sentiment among 
advisors is a gauge of investor expectations surrounding the price of Bitcoin, 
the largest and most widely used crypto asset. Here the results show a 
pessimistic view which is perhaps a sign of the times in the market this year.

Forty eight percent (48%) of respondents believe that the price of Bitcoin 
will not move significantly over the next year and similarly (47%) in the next 
five years. The fact that the majority of advisors are cautious about price 
expectations, showcases the way volatility and other factors are keeping 
advisors on the sidelines … for now.

The survey is grounded on the premise that the future of any 

asset class depends in many ways on its reception among 

financial advisors. After all, their attitudes, preferences, and 

concerns have an extraordinary impact on how approximately 

ZAR 7 trillion is allocated as assets under management. 

The Pet Rock Investments 2022 Benchmark Survey of Financial 

Advisor Attitudes Toward Crypto Assets highlighted that, for 

this crucial audience, crypto assets are already being allocated to 

clients as an alternative investment with the promise of absolute 

returns. Most advisors surveyed already have personally invested 

in crypto,  showing their levels of comfort and familiarity with the 

asset class. What is clear this year from the results is that 

advisors are particularly cautious about crypto volatility and 

custody concerns. Regulation uncertainty appeared lower on the 

list of advisor issues. The most preferred option for advisors is to 

hold individual coins, which in turn feeds the uncertainty about 

custody solutions. 

This all sets the stage for the next evolution of crypto as an asset 

class - from personal custody to managed funds; a hopefully more 

stable crypto market, and the upcoming welcome regulatory 

oversight. As advisors continue to build their understanding of 

crypto which adds to their existing portfolio and client support & 

trust, we see the asset class taking on an increasingly important 

role in a modern investment portfolio.

Expectations of the price of Bitcoin
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Which of the following are preventing you from either
increasing your investment in Crypto Assets or making
your first allocation?
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If all options were available, which of the following
would be your preferred way to invest in Crypto?
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What do you think the Dollar price of Bitcoin
will be in 1 year from now?
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will be in 5 years from now?



Disclaimer

All reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the information in this profile is accurate. The information does not constitute 
financial advice as contemplated in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act. Independent professional 
financial advice should always be sought before making an investment decision. The information does not constitute investment, 
financial or other advice and is supplied for information purposes only. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. The Funds 
are exposed to counterparty risk which may, in the highly unlikely event of default by any counterparty, result in significant losses. 
By investing in any of the Funds, you acknowledge that you have read and you agree to the terms and conditions of use, privacy 
policy and risk disclosure as listed on our website from time to time. 

Pet Rock Digital Asset Management (PTY) Ltd (PRDAM) (Registration number 2021 / 667301 / 07),  registered at 42 Keerom Street, 
Cape Town, is the Fund Manager for the Digital Asset funds. PRDAM is not a registered financial services provider and is not 
regulated by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA). Dealing in Digital Assets is currently not in the scope of the authority’s 
regulation, but may become regulated in the future. In such a scenario, PRDAM will ensure that it becomes a licensed operator as 
soon as is practically possible.

Pet Rock SPC (the ‘Fund’) is a segregated portfolio company incorporated in terms of the laws of the Cayman Islands with 
company registration number SE-391893. PetRock Investments Limited (the ‘Manager’) is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Services Commission (BVI) with registration number IBR/AIM/22/0748.
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About Pet Rock Investments

At Pet Rock Investments we want to solve the biggest problem in Crypto 
investments: Trusted access to Crypto markets.
�

Clients love Crypto for the potential of high asset appreciation and yields. It also provides an 

opportunity for portfolio diversification. However, not only is the asset class price volatile, but highly 

technical to navigate. Most clients in the market don’t know or understand enough to invest in 

Crypto and prefer to invest in regulated financial products or financial service providers.

Clients are asking for 1% - 5% of their portfolio to be in Crypto. Financial advisors are being asked for 

solutions as part of their services.

Pet Rock Investments provide access to Crypto markets using fund structures and best practices 

that are well known and trusted by the industry. Our funds are actively managed and we are 

constantly seeking the best opportunities for additional yield using the team’s Crypto and financial 

expertise. We aim to offer regulated access to Crypto markets.


